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We discuss presupposition, the phenomenon whereby speakers mark linguistically9

the information that is presupposed or taken for granted, rather than being part10

of the main propositional content of a speech act. Expressions and constructions11

carrying presuppositions are called “presupposition triggers”, which is a large12

class including definites and factive verbs.13

The article (an abridged and adapted version of Beaver & Geurts 2010), first14

introduces the range of triggers, the basic properties of presuppositions such as15

projection and cancellability, and the diagnostic tests used to identify them. The16

reader is then introduced to major models of presupposition from the last 50 years,17

separated into three classes: Frege-Strawson derived semantic models, pragmatic18

models such as that offered by Stalnaker, and dynamic models. Finally we dis-19

cuss some of the main current issues in presupposition theory, including accom-20

modation, which occurs when a hearer’s knowledge state is adjusted to meet the21

speaker’s presuppositions; presupposition failure, and the interaction between pre-22

suppositions and attitudes.23

Denial, projection, cancellation, satisfaction, accommodation:24

the five stages of presupposition theory.25
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1. Introduction26

Speakers take a lot for granted. That is, they presuppose information. As we27

wrote this, we presupposed that readers would understand English. But we also28

presupposed, as we wrote the last sentence, repeated in (1), that there was a time29

when we wrote it, for otherwise the fronted phrase “as we wrote this” would not30

have identified a time interval.31

(1) As we wrote this, we presupposed that readers would understand English.32

We also presupposed that the sentence was jointly authored, for otherwise “we”33

would not have referred. And we presupposed that readers would be able to identify34

the reference of “this”, i.e. the article itself. And we presupposed that there would35

be at least two readers, for otherwise the bare plural “readers” would have been36

inappropriate. And so on and on.37

Here note a first distinction: the presupposition that an interlocutor would un-38

derstand English corresponds to an assumption we made in using English words,39

but it has nothing to do with the meanings of any of those words. On the other40

hand, the existence of a time when we wrote the article is a requirement associated41

with our use of a specific word, “as”. It is a requirement built into the meaning of42

the temporal preposition “as” that in a phrase “as X”, the “X” has to hold at some43

time. We say that “as” is a presupposition trigger. Similarly, “this” is a presup-44

position trigger requiring something to refer to, the bare plural is a presupposition45

trigger requiring existence of multiple individuals, and “would” is a presupposition46

trigger requiring a salient future or hypothetical circumstance.47

We can say that the presupposition that the interlocutor speaks English, like48

the presupposition that the interlocutor is interested in what the speaker (or writer)49

has to say, is a conversational presupposition or, following Stalnaker (1972, 1974),50
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speaker presupposition or pragmatic presupposition. The presuppositions associ-51

ated with specific triggers are said to be conventional or semantic. In fact, this52

terminological distinction is of theoretical import: as we will see later, some theo-53

rists regard it as an open question whether there are any purely conventional pre-54

suppositions. A halfway house, suggested for example by Karttunen (1973) and55

Soames (1982), is to define a notion of utterance presupposition, thus involving56

both a specific form that is uttered, and a speaker who utters it.57

It is important to note that to call presuppositional expressions “conventional”58

or “semantic” is not necessarily to imply that the presuppositions they trigger don’t59

depend on the context in any way. For example, although “this” may be viewed as a60

conventional/semantic presupposition trigger, its interpretation very much depends61

on the context, obviously.62

What makes presuppositions special? That is, to the extent that presuppositions63

are just a part of the conventional meaning of some expressions, what makes them64

sufficiently distinctive that they merit their own entries in handbooks and encyclo-65

pedias, as well as many hundreds of other articles and book chapters elsewhere?66

First, presuppositions are ubiquitous. And second, there are various respects in67

which the behavior of presuppositions differs sharply from other aspects of mean-68

ing.69

As regards the ubiquity of presuppositions, at least the following lexical classes70

and constructions are widely agreed to be presupposition triggers:71

(2) Major classes of presupposition trigger72

◦ Factives (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970)73

Berlusconi knows that he is signing the end of Berlusconism.74

; Berlusconi is signing the end of Berlusconism.75

◦ Aspectual verbs (“stop, continue”)76
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China has stopped stockpiling metals.77

; China used to stockpile metals.78

◦ Temporal clauses headed by “before”, “after”, “since”, etc.79

The dude released this video before he went on a killing spree.80

; The dude went on a killing spree.81

◦ Manner adverbs82

Jamie ducked quickly behind the wall.83

; Jamie ducked behind the wall.84

◦ Sortally restricted predicates of various categories (e.g. “bachelor”)85

Julius is bachelor.86

; Julius is an adult male.87

◦ Cleft sentences88

It was Jesus who set me free.89

; Somebody set me free.90

◦ Quantifiers91

I have written to every headmaster in Rochdale.92

; There are headmasters in Rochdale.93

◦ Definite descriptions (see article 41 (Heim) Definiteness and indefiniteness)94

The Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago stood up and wagged his finger.95

; Trinidad and Tobago have a (unique) prime minister.96

◦ Names97

The author is Julius Seidensticker.98

; Julius Seidensticker exists.99

◦ Intonation (e.g., focus, contrast)100

HE set me free.101

; Somebody set me free.102
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And this is only a small sample of the words and syntactic constructions that have103

been classified as presupposition triggers, so even if in some cases there may be104

doubts about this diagnosis, it can hardly be doubted that presupposition triggers105

abound in everyday language. In the following sections we will discuss the behav-106

iors which mark out presuppositions from ordinary entailments, and then introduce107

some of the theories that have been developed to account for those behaviors.108

2. Projection109

The hallmark of presuppositions, as well as the most thoroughly studied presup-110

positional phenomenon, is projection (Langendoen & Savin 1971). Consider (3).111

This has all the presuppositions in (3a-c). These presuppositions all follow from112

utterances of the base sentence in (3), as do the regular entailments in (4): someone113

who sincerely uttered (3) would certainly be expected to accept the truth of (3a-c)114

and (4a-b), as well:115

(3) It’s the knave that stole the tarts.116

a. There is a (salient and identifiable) knave.117

b. There were (salient and identifiable) tarts.118

c. Somebody stole the tarts.119

(4) a. The knave did something illegal.120

b. The knave took possession of the tarts.121

Now consider the sentences in (5):122

(5) a. It isn’t the knave that stole the tarts. (negation)123

b. If it’s the knave that stole the tarts, he will be punished. (antecedent of a124

conditional)125
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c. Is it the knave that stole the tarts? (question)126

d. Maybe/It is possible that it’s the knave that stole the tarts. (possibility127

modal)128

e. Presumably/probably it’s the knave that stole the tarts. (evidential modal,129

probability adverb)130

f. The king thinks it’s the knave that stole the tarts. (belief operator)131

In all these examples, sentence (3) is embedded under various operators. What is132

notable is that whereas the presuppositions in (4) do not follow from any of these133

embeddings (and would not be expected to follow according to classical logics),134

the presuppositions do follow. We say that the presuppositions are projected. Cer-135

tainly, the inference is more robust in some cases than in others: while it is hard136

to imagine sincerely uttering (5a) without believing some tarts to be salient, it is137

easier to imagine a circumstance in which (5f) could be uttered when in fact the138

tarts were not eaten, but hidden. But in the absence of special factors, to which we139

will turn shortly, someone who sincerely uttered any of the sentences in (5) might140

be expected to believe all of the presuppositions in (3a-c).141

Projection from embeddings, especially negation, is standardly used as a di-142

agnostic for presupposition (hence the term “negation test”). It makes sense to143

try several such embeddings when testing for presupposition, because it is not al-144

ways clear how to apply a given embedding diagnostic. Thus, for example, we145

might be specifically interested in the presuppositions of the cleft construction in146

(3), but doubt whether the sentence in (5a) really involves the cleft being within147

the semantic scope of the negation. However, the other embeddings in (5) confirm148

that the it-cleft construction is a presupposition trigger. Similarly, although it is149

widely agreed that “too” is a presupposition-inducing expression, the negation test150

is awkward to apply in this case, too:151
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(6) a. Fred kissed BETTY, too.152

b. Fred didn’t kiss BETTY, too.153

If we embed (6a), e.g., under a modal or in the antecedent of a conditional, it turns154

out that this sentence presupposes that someone other than Betty was kissed by155

Fred. However, as (6b) shows, the negation test fails in this case, because “too”156

doesn’t like being in a negative environment. These examples illustrate how impor-157

tant it is to consider several types of embedding when testing for presupposition.158

3. Cancellability159

What makes the “projection problem” problematic? If some part of the meaning160

of an expression α was never affected by the linguistic context in which α was161

embedded, that would be philosophically interesting, and would demand a theoret-162

ical explanation, but it would at least be trivial to completely describe the data: all163

presuppositional inferences would survive any embedding, end of story. But that164

isn’t what happens. Presuppositions typically project, but often do not, and most of165

the empirical and theoretical work on presupposition since the 1970s was taken up166

with the task of describing and explaining when presuppositions project, and when167

they don’t.168

When a presupposition does not project, it is sometimes said to be “canceled”.169

The classic cases of cancellation occur when the presupposition is directly denied,170

as in the following variants of some of the sentences in (5):171

(7) a. In this court, it isn’t the knave that steals the tarts: the king employs no172

knaves precisely because he suspects they are responsible for large-scale173

tart-loss across his kingdom.174

b. If it’s the knave that stole the tarts, then I’m a Dutchman: there is no175
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knave here.176

c. Is it the knave that stole the tarts? Certainly not: there is no knave here.177

d. The king thinks it’s the knave that stole the tarts, but he’s obviously gone178

mad, since there is no knave here.179

Presuppositional inferences are typically subject to cancellation by direct de-180

nial only when the presupposition trigger is embedded under some other operator.181

When the presupposition is not embedded, such cancelation (by the same speaker)182

is typically infelicitous, just as is cancelation of entailed content which is not em-183

bedded. Thus the denial of a presupposition in (8) and the denial of an ordinary184

entailment in (9) both lead to pragmatically infelicitous utterances (marked by a185

“#”).186

(8) #It’s the knave that stole the tarts, but there is no knave.187

(9) #It’s the knave that stole the tarts, but he didn’t do anything illegal.188

The fact that presuppositions associated with unembedded triggers are not cance-189

lable is one of the features that distinguishes most presuppositions from Gricean190

conversational implicatures (Grice 1989) (see article 92 (Simons) Implicature). For191

example, an utterance of (10a) might ordinarily lead to the so-called scalar impli-192

cature in (10b). But while this implicature is cancelable, as in (10c), the presuppo-193

sition that there is a knave, once again, is not cancelable, as shown by the oddity of194

(10d).195

(10) a. The knave stole most of the tarts.196

b. The knave did not steal all of the tarts.197

c. The knave stole most of the tarts—in fact, he stole them all.198

d. #The knave stole most of the tarts, but there was no knave.199
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We can summarize the typical behavior of entailments, presuppositions, and con-200

versational implicatures as follows:201

entailments presuppositions implicatures

Project from embeddings no yes no

Cancelable when embedded – yes –

Cancelable when unembedded no no yes

202

Because presuppositions are typically only cancelable when embedded, Gazdar203

(1979a, 1979b) argued that presuppositions are usually entailed when the trigger is204

not embedded.205

The literature is choc-a-bloc with examples of presuppositional inferences ap-206

parently disappearing. Whether such examples are appropriately described as in-207

volving cancellation is partly a theoretical decision, and, as we will see, many208

scholars avoid using the term “cancellation” for some or all such cases. One rea-209

son for this is that the term “cancellation” appears to suggest that an inference has210

been made, and then removed. But in many cases there are theoretical reasons not211

to regard this as an apt characterization, and we will now consider one class of such212

cases.213

4. Theories of presupposition214

4.1 The Frege-Strawson tradition215

Strawson (1950) famously argued against Russell’s (1905) theory of definite de-216

scriptions by proposing that when a definite description fails to refer, the result can217

be a sentence which lacks a truth value. Thus presuppositions are understood as218

definedness conditions, necessary requirements for an expression to have a mean-219

ing. Strawson’s intuition, which can be traced back to Frege (1892), leads to the220
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following definition (c.f. Strawson 1952; see Beaver & Geurts 2010 for full refer-221

ences):222

Definition 1 (Strawsonian presupposition) One sentence presupposes another iff223

whenever the first is true or false, the second is true.224

Another definition that is often used is this:225

Definition 2 (Presupposition via negation) One sentence presupposes another iff226

whenever the first sentence is true, the second is true, and whenever the negation227

of the first sentence is true, the second sentence is true.228

These two definitions are equivalent if negation maps true onto false, false onto229

true, and is undefined when its argument is undefined. However, the second def-230

inition is notable in the context of the above discussion of projection, because it231

seems to directly encode the projection properties of at least one operator, nega-232

tion. Specifically, it says that presuppositions are inferences that survive embed-233

ding under negation. It is clear that if the above assumptions about presupposition234

are made, then the presuppositions of a sentence will be the same as the presuppo-235

sitions of the negation of the sentence. But what about projection from embeddings236

other than negation? A very simple account of projection is based on the cumula-237

tive hypothesis, first discussed by Morgan (1969) and Langendoen & Savin (1971).238

This is the idea that presuppositions always project from embedding, as if there239

were no effects like cancellation. A trivalent semantics that yields this behavior is240

obtained by using the Weak Kleene connectives (Kleene 1952). Assume (for all the241

partial/multivalued semantics given in this article) that for classically valued argu-242

ments, the connectives behave classically. Then Weak Kleene connectives (also243

known as the Bochvar Internal connectives) are defined as follows:244
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Definition 3 (Weak Kleene) If any argument of a Weak Kleene connective lacks a245

classical truth value, then the sentence as a whole lacks a truth value.246

Weak Kleene fails as a theory of presupposition because it entails that pre-247

suppositions project uniformly, whereas in fact they do not. Another system of248

Kleene’s, the Strong Kleene connectives, does not have this property:249

Definition 4 (Strong Kleene) If the classically-valued arguments of a Strong Kleene250

connective would suffice to determine a truth value in standard logic, then the sen-251

tence as a whole has that value; otherwise it doesn’t have a classical value.252

For example, in classical logic a conjunction is bound to be false if one of its253

conjuncts is false, and therefore the same holds for Strong Kleene “and”. Similarly,254

since in classical logic a disjunction must be true if one of its disjuncts is true, the255

same holds for Strong Kleene “or”. We obtain the following truth tables for the256

main binary connectives:257

φ ∧ ψ t f ?

t t f ?

f f f f

? ? f ?

φ ∨ ψ t f ?

t t t t

f t f ?

? t ? ?

φ→ ψ t f ?

t t f ?

f t t t

? t ? ?

258

Now consider the following example:259

(11) If there is a knave, then the knave stole the tarts.260

Let’s ignore all presuppositions triggers in (11) save “the knave”, and show that261

Strong Kleene predicts that the sentence as a whole does not presuppose that there262

is a knave. Using Definition 1, it suffices to find at least one model where (11)263

has a classical truth value, but there is no knave. This is easy: in such a model,264
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the antecedent is false, and inspection of the above Strong Kleene table shows that265

when the antecedent of a conditional is false, the conditional is true, as would be the266

case classically. In fact, Strong Kleene predicts no presupposition for (11). This is267

in contradistinction to Weak Kleene, which would fail to give (11) a classical value268

in knave-less models, and hence predict that (11) presupposes the existence of a269

knave.270

There are other cases where Strong Kleene does predict a presupposition, and271

the presupposition predicted is not what we might have expected. Thus Strong272

Kleene gives (12a) a classical truth value in all models where there is a knave,273

and in all models where there was trouble. So while we might have expected the274

presupposition in (12b), Strong Kleene predicts the presupposition in (12c). We275

will return to this issue shortly.276

(12) a. If the knave stole the tarts, then there was trouble.277

b. There is a knave.278

c. If there was no trouble, then there is a knave.279

Much of the discussion of partial and multivalent approaches to presupposition280

over the last three decades has centered on the treatment of negation. Specifically,281

the issue has been the treatment of cancellation examples like (13).282

(13) The tarts were not stolen by the knave: there is no knave.283

A standard approach is to propose that negation is ambiguous between a presup-284

position-preserving negation and a presupposition-denying negation; see e.g. the285

discussion by Horn (1985, 1989). The presupposition-preserving negation (aka286

choice negation) we have already seen, and it is found in both the Weak and Strong287

Kleene systems. The presupposition-denying (or exclusion) negation is typically288

taken to map true to false and false to true, as usual, but also to map an argument289
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lacking a classical value to true. Thus if (13) is interpreted in a model where there290

is no knave, but “not” is understood as a presupposition-denying negation, then291

“the tarts were stolen by the knave” would lack a classical value, but “The tarts292

were not stolen by the knave”, and (13) as a whole, would be true.293

Note that in this analysis the presupposition triggered by the “the knave” is294

not literally cancelled; rather, the negation is interpreted in such a way that the295

sentence as a whole doesn’t inherit this presupposition. However, the idea that296

negation is ambiguous between a presupposition-preserving and a presupposition-297

denying sense is controversial, e.g. because thus far no language has been found in298

which presupposition affirming and presupposition-denying negations are realized299

by different lexical items.300

4.2 Pragmatic presupposition301

Probably the most significant philosophical counterpoint to the Frege-Strawson ap-302

proach to presupposition, other than the original non-presuppositional work of Rus-303

sell, is due to Stalnaker (1972, 1973, 1974), and later clarified in Stalnaker (1998)304

(cf. Simons 2003). Stalnaker suggests that a pragmatic notion of presupposition305

is needed, so that the proper object of philosophical study is not what words or306

sentences presuppose, but what people presuppose when they are speaking. A307

pragmatic presupposition associated with a sentence is a condition that a speaker308

would normally expect to hold in the common ground between discourse partici-309

pants when that sentence is uttered.310

One consequence of Stalnaker’s view is that, contra semantic accounts of pre-311

supposition, presupposition failure need not produce a semantic catastrophe. There312

are, however, two weaker types of failure that can occur: (i) a speaker uttering some313

sentence S can fail to assume that some proposition P is in the common ground,314
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even though most utterances of S would be accompanied by the presupposition that315

P; and (ii) a speaker can presuppose something that is not in the common ground.316

The former idea was used by Stalnaker to account for some tricky examples of317

Karttunen (1971b), involving a subclass of factive verbs that Karttunen referred318

to as “semifactives”. The naturally occurring examples in (14a) and (14b), which319

involve the (semi-)factive verb “know”, illustrate the point. The first sentence of320

(14a) involves a first person, present tense use of “know”, and there is clearly no321

presupposition that Mullah Omar is alive. On the other hand, (14b) involves a past322

tense, third person use of “know”, and in this case it does seem to be presupposed323

(at least in the fictional context of the story) that Luke was alive.324

(14) a. I don’t know that Mullah Omar is alive. I don’t know if he’s dead either.325

(General Dan McNeill, Reuters, 19 May 2008)326

b. Vader didn’t know that Luke was alive, so he had no intentions of con-327

verting Luke to the Sith. (Web example)328

Examples like (14) led Karttunen to propose that “know” only triggers a presup-329

position in some person and tense forms; whence the term “semifactive”. But,330

as Karttunen himself realized, such a stipulation is unmotivated. What Stalnaker331

noticed was that in the context of his pragmatic account of presupposition, these332

examples are not problematic. In the pragmatic account, the verb “know” need not333

presuppose that its complement is true. When an addressee hears the first sentence334

of (14a), he will realize that if it were in the common ground that Mullah Omar335

was alive, then the speaker would know this, and so the speaker’s claim would be336

false. Therefore the hearer can reason that the speaker is not presupposing the com-337

plement of “know” to be true. On the other hand, when a hearer is confronted by338

(14b), it is consistent to assume that Luke was alive. Since speakers using “know”339

typically presuppose the truth of the complement, we can assume that this is the340
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case here.341

Stalnaker’s work was part of an avalanche of pragmatic attacks on the semantic342

conception of presupposition. However, unlike Stalnaker’s, many of these propos-343

als had no distinctive role for a notion of presupposition. Working in the immediate344

aftermath of Grice’s 1967 William James lectures (Grice 1989), many theorists at-345

tempted to reduce presupposition to various combinations of entailment and impli-346

cature. Thus Atlas & Levinson (1981), Wilson (1975), and Böer & Lycan (1976),347

among others, present detailed (and partly independent) arguments that presup-348

positions should be understood as something akin to conversational implicatures.349

Generally speaking, the approach is to justify presuppositional inferences using the350

maxims of relevance and quantity. Atlas (1976) suggests that an embedding of a351

definite under a negation will tend to produce a meaning that is ruled out as insuffi-352

ciently strong to satisfy the maxim of quantity, unless it is strengthened by treating353

the definite as if it had wide scope and could act referentially. Contemporary de-354

scendants of this pragmatic tradition include Abbott (2000), Simons (2001, 2004),355

and Schlenker (2008). Both Abbott and Simons are at pains to distinguish between356

different presupposition triggers, rather than lumping them all together. Thus Si-357

mons, for example, makes a case for deriving presuppositional inferences associ-358

ated with factives and aspectual adverbs using a combination of Stalnakerian and359

Gricean reasoning, but does not argue for making the same reduction in the case of360

typically anaphoric triggers like the additive “too”. Schlenker does not make such361

fine-grained distinctions between presupposition triggers. Instead, he concentrates362

on deriving projection properties pragmatically, using both standard maxims and363

at least one rule specific to presuppositions. (Schlenker’s special-purpose rule is:364

“Be Articulate”. This exhorts speakers to assert content rather than presupposing365

it, but, because of interactions with other maxims, only forces them to do so when366

such an assertion would not yield redundancy. The net effect is much like that367
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described for Karttunen’s 1974 model, below.)368

There is a contrast among pragmatic approaches to presupposition. Those dis-369

cussed in the preceding paragraph attempt to derive presuppositional inferences370

from general conversational principles, thus explaining both the source of presup-371

positions, and the phenomenon of projection. But Stalnaker made no attempt what-372

soever to explain where presuppositions came from, beyond indicating that they373

are inferential tendencies that might or might not be associated with semantic pre-374

suppositions. This emphasis on the projection of presuppositions rather than their375

source, which holds also of the contemporaneous work by Karttunen (1973, 1974),376

to which we shall turn shortly, lived on in much of the work influenced by these the-377

ories. It is particularly obvious in what we can collectively term cancellation-based378

theories of presupposition, led by Gazdar (1979a, 1979b), and including Soames379

(1979, 1982), Mercer (1987, 1992), Gunji (1981), Marcu (1994), Horton (1987),380

Horton & Hirst (1988), Bridge (1991), and, of particular note, van der Sandt (1982,381

1988).382

Cancellation accounts can be traced back in spirit to the Stalnaker account of383

semifactives discussed above, in which presuppositions are defeated by compet-384

ing conversational inferences: the general idea is simply to make presuppositions385

into defaults, and wipe them out whenever they would cause pragmatic embarrass-386

ment. Gazdar’s account provided a remarkably straightforward formalization of387

this account, as well as extending to many other projection phenomena, based on388

a general principle he characterizes as “All the news that fits”. In Gazdar’s model,389

the strategy for a hearer is first to identify sets of entailments, conversational im-390

plicatures, and presuppositions, and then to try adding them to the speaker’s set of391

commitments.392

Definition 5 (Gazdar: cancellation) Implicatures and entailments defeat presup-393
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positions, so a hearer adds to his or her commitments only those presuppositions394

that are compatible with both implicatures and entailments. All remaining presup-395

positions are cancelled.396

Consider (15a), and assume there are no relevant pre-existing commitments:397

(15) a. If the king is angry, then the knave stole the tarts.398

b. If there is a knave, then the knave stole the tarts.399

(15a) entails is that if there is an angry king then there is a knave and he stole some400

set of tarts. (This much all theories agree on; some theories may predict stronger401

entailments.) The set of implicatures would include the implicature that the speaker402

doesn’t know whether a king is angry, and doesn’t know whether a knave stole403

tarts. The presuppositions (or “potential presuppositions”, as Gazdar calls them404

at this stage) might be that there is a unique king, a unique knave, and a unique405

set of tarts. The hearer proceeds by adding the entailments to (his representation406

of) the speaker’s commitment set, then adding whatever implicatures fit in, and407

then adding the presuppositions that fit after that. In this case, all the entailments,408

implicatures, and presuppositions are consistent, and all can be added without any409

being cancelled.410

But now consider (15b), repeated from (11). Here there is a implicature that411

the speaker doesn’t know whether there is a knave. The hearer accepts this and412

other implicatures, and then considers the presuppositions that there is a knave and413

that there are some tarts. The presupposition that there are tarts is unproblematic,414

and is added, but the hearer cannot consistently add the presupposition that there415

is a knave. So this presupposition is canceled, and (15b) does not presuppose that416

there is a knave. Hence, if Gazdar is right, presuppositions are sometimes blocked417

by conversational implicatures.418
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Within the space of cancellation-based accounts of presupposition, it is hard to419

beat Gazdar’s for its conceptual and technical simplicity, and its empirical cover-420

age. Some conceptual questions remain, however, such as why it should be that421

presuppositions are the last things to be added in the process of updating com-422

mitments. Van der Sandt’s (1982, 1988) reformulation of the cancellation model423

gives us an alternative way to think about this, for in this model presuppositions424

are considered in terms of whether they could have come first.425

Definition 6 (Van der Sandt: cancellation) Project only those presuppositions426

that could be conjoined to the beginning of the sentence while leaving the utterance427

consistent with (neo-Gricean) conversational principles.428

The intuitive idea underlying van der Sandt’s proposal is that presuppositions are429

given information, and in this sense “precede” their carrier sentences, if not de430

facto then at least de jure. In the case of (15a,b), fronting the presupposition that431

there are some tarts yields the sentences in (16a,b), respectively.432

(16) a. There are some tarts and if the king is angry then the knave stole the433

tarts.434

b. There are some tarts and if there is a knave, then the knave stole the435

tarts.436

These do not clash with any Gricean principles, so the presuppositions are pre-437

dicted to project. Similarly, adding the presupposition that there is a knave to438

(15a), as in (17a), produces no clash, so (15a) presupposes that there is a knave.439

But adding the presupposition that there is a knave to (15b), as in (17b), does result440

in a clash: since (17b) is truth-conditionally equivalent to the simple conjunction441

“there is a knave and the knave stole the tarts”, it is redundant. On van der Sandt’s442

analysis, if fronting a presupposition would produce a redundant result, then that443
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presupposition cannot project. So (15b) is correctly predicted not to presuppose444

that there is a knave.445

(17) a. There is a knave and if the king is angry then the knave stole the tarts.446

b. There is a knave and if there is a knave, then the knave stole the tarts.447

It should be noted, however, that even if (17b) is redundant, it is arguably a felici-448

tous discourse, and therefore some subtlety is needed in applying van der Sandt’s449

cancellation principle in the simplified form above. The issue is not simply whether450

a discourse is felicitous, but whether there is any clash with the maxims. And this451

will of course depend on how exactly the maxims are formulated. But for the pur-452

poses of understanding the intention of van der Sandt’s analysis, we can take it453

that though an utterance of (17b) could be felicitous, it would be a case of flouting454

(in Grice’s sense), a case where a maxim is disobeyed in order to preserve some455

greater conversational goal.456

4.3 Local contexts and the dynamic turn457

For the last fifty years, the philosophical literature on presupposition has been pri-458

marily focused on definite descriptions. But by the early 1970s, more linguistically459

oriented work had expanded the empirical domain of presupposition theory from460

definite descriptions to other trigger types, including factives (Kiparsky & Kiparsky461

1970), implicatives (Karttunen 1971a), focus particles (Horn 1969), verbs of judg-462

ing (Fillmore 1971) and sortal constraints (Thomason 1972). Stalnaker’s discus-463

sion of Karttunen’s semifactives provides an early example of how this linguistic464

expansion of the empirical domain has impacted on philosophical work. Also by465

the early 1970s, linguists had expanded the empirical domain in another direc-466

tion. The philosophical literature was largely oriented towards unembedded pre-467
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supposition triggers and triggers under negation, but as we have already mentioned,468

Morgan (1969) and Langendoen & Savin (1971) generalized the issue by consid-469

ering arbitrary embeddings. However, it was not until Karttunen (1973) that the470

full complexity of the projection problem became apparent. By methodically con-471

sidering projection behavior construction by construction, Karttunen showed that472

there was more variation in projection behavior than had been previously described,473

making it quite clear that none of the extant Frege-Strawson derived systems could474

hope to cover every case.475

4.3.1 Karttunen: first intimations of satisfaction476

Karttunen (1973) presented a taxonomy of embedding constructions that divided477

them into three classes: plugs, holes and filters. Plugs comprise a class of predi-478

cates and operators which Karttunen claimed block the projection of presupposi-479

tions, while holes are a class of predicates and operators which allow presupposi-480

tions to project freely. So, since “told that” is a plug, according to Karttunen, (18)481

is predicted not to presuppose that there is a King of France. On the other hand,482

since “perhaps” is a hole, (19) is predicted to presuppose that there is a King of483

France.484

(18) Mary told Jim that the King of France was bald.485

(19) Perhaps the King of France is bald.486

Karttunen’s filters include the binary logical connectives “if then”, “and”, and “or”.487

The intuition behind the filter metaphor is that these constructions allow only some488

presuppositions to project, and we have already seen examples of this phenomenon.489

Thus example (11) showed that sometimes a presupposition in the consequent of490

a conditional does not project: here the presupposition that there was a knave is,491
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to use Karttunen’s metaphor, filtered out. But the same example includes an oc-492

currence of the definite “the tarts” in the consequent, and the presupposition that493

there are (or at least were) some tarts projects from the conditional. Karttunen494

concluded that the consequent of a conditional acts as a hole to some presupposi-495

tions, but filters out all those presuppositions which are entailed by the antecedent,496

or, more generally, by a combination of the antecedent and contextually supplied497

background information. (Here, of course, we simplify as regards the semantics of498

conditionals: see article 59 (von Fintel) Conditionals.)499

Karttunen’s key example showing the role of context bears repetition:500

(20) Either Geraldine is not a mormon or she has given up wearing her holy un-501

derwear.502

The second half of (20) contains (at least) two presupposition triggers: the def-503

inite description “her holy underwear” and the aspectual verb “give up”, which504

trigger the presuppositions that Geraldine used to have and wear holy underwear,505

respectively. Karttunen’s filtering condition for disjunctions removes from the right506

disjunct any presuppositions that are entailed by a combination of the context and507

the negation of the left disjunct. Now consider a context supporting the proposi-508

tion that all mormons have holy underwear which they wear regularly. It follows509

from this proposition and the negation of the left disjunct, i.e. the proposition that510

Geraldine is a mormon, that Geraldine has holy underwear and has worn it regu-511

larly. But these are exactly the presuppositions triggered in the right disjunct, so512

they are filtered out. It follows that (20) has no presuppositions.513

Karttunen’s (1973) account is of interest not only for its triptych of plugs, holes514

and filters, but also because it sets the background for a crucial shift of perspec-515

tive in Karttunen (1974), and thence to the dynamic approaches to presupposition516

that have been dominant in recent years. What remained completely unclear in517
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the 1973 paper was why certain presuppositions should be filtered out if they were518

entailed by other material. Karttunen (1974) suggests an alternative conception519

based on the idea of local contexts of evaluation. The idea is that the parts of a520

sentence are not necessarily evaluated with respect to the same context as that in521

which the sentence as a whole is evaluated: a local context may contain more infor-522

mation than the global context. For example, when evaluating a conjunction, the523

second conjunct is evaluated in a local context which contains not only the infor-524

mation in the global context, but also whatever information was given by the first525

conjunct. Karttunen (1974) defined local contexts of evaluation for a range of con-526

structions, and suggested the following requirement: presuppositions always need527

to be entailed (or “satisfied”, as he puts it) in the local context in which the trigger528

is evaluated. Given this requirement, the overall presuppositions of a sentence will529

just be whatever propositions must be in a context of an utterance in order to guar-530

antee that the presuppositions associated with presupposition triggers are satisfied531

in their local contexts of interpretation.532

Karttunen spelled out how local satisfaction should be calculated separately533

for each connective and operator he considered. However, recent developments534

in Schlenker (2008) provide a general way of calculating what the local context535

should be. In the following reformulation of Karttunen’s model we incorporate536

Schlenker’s insights along the lines proposed by Beaver (2008).537

Let us say that some clause in a complex sentence is redundant relative to some538

context of utterance if you can replace that clause by a tautology without affecting539

the amount of factual information conveyed by the sentence in that context. For540

example, in (21), the first conjunct is redundant in any context of utterance. Here,541

the same factual information would be conveyed by “Mary is Mary and Mary owns542

a sheep”, where the first conjunct is replaced by the tautology “Mary is Mary”.543
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(21) Mary owns an animal and Mary owns a sheep544

Now let us say that a clause is left-redundant if it is possible to tell by looking at545

the material in the sentence to the left of the clause that the clause is redundant.546

So “Mary owns an animal” is not left-redundant in (21) (except if the context of547

utterance already entails that Mary owns an animal), because there is no material548

before that clause, implying that it is impossible to tell by looking at material to549

the left of the clause that the clause is redundant. On the other hand, “Mary owns550

an animal” is left-redundant in (22) and also in (23):551

(22) Mary owns a sheep and Mary owns an animal.552

(23) If Mary owns a sheep then Mary owns an animal.553

Now we can put this to use to define the crucial notion in Karttunen’s (1974) ac-554

count.555

Definition 7 (Karttunen/Schlenker: Presupposition via satisfaction) A presup-556

position P is satisfied at point X in S iff P would be left-redundant if added at that557

point. A sentence presupposes whatever propositions must hold in global contexts558

of utterance such that each locally triggered presupposition is satisfied where its559

trigger occurs.560

As an example, let us consider the presuppositions predicted for (20), repeated561

below:562

(20) Either Geraldine is not a mormon or she has given up wearing her holy un-563

derwear.564

Note first that for all sentences of the form “A or B”, the negation of A is sat-565

isfied within the right disjunct. So “Geraldine is a mormon” is satisfied in the566
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right disjunct of (20). And more generally, anything entailed by a combination of567

propositions in the context and the negation of the left disjunct will be satisfied in568

the right disjunct. Now, let us consider the clause “she has given up wearing her569

holy underwear”: we take this to trigger the presupposition that Geraldine has had570

holy underwear that she wore. This presupposition will be satisfied provided the571

global context of utterance, combined with the negation of the left disjunct, entails572

that she has had holy underwear that she wore. And classically this will be the573

case if and only if the context supports the conditional “if Geraldine is a mormon,574

then she has had holy underwear that she wore.” Hence, this conditional is the575

presupposition Karttunen (1974) predicts for (20).576

One notable property of the Karttunen (1974) treatment of examples like (20),577

a property not found in his 1973 model, is that the presupposition predicted is con-578

ditionalized. That is, (20) is not predicted to presuppose that Geraldine has had579

holy underwear that she wore, but that if she is a mormon then she has had such580

underwear. We already encountered such conditionalized presuppositions in our581

discussion of Strong Kleene; in fact, Strong Kleene predicts exactly the same con-582

ditionalized presupposition in this case. Karttunen’s 1974 model also predicts con-583

ditionalized presuppositions when the presupposition trigger is in the right conjunct584

of a conjunction, or in the consequent of a conditional. Thus in (15a), repeated be-585

low, the presuppositions predicted are that there is a king (since presuppositions586

triggered in the antecedent are not conditionalized), and that if the king is angry,587

then there is a knave. In (15b), the conditional presupposition (that if there is a588

knave, then there is a knave) is trivial, so in effect there is no net presupposition.589

(Note that if in (15b) we took the presupposition of the definite “the knave” to in-590

clude a uniqueness or maximality requirement, i.e. that there was no more than591

one knave, then the overall presupposition of the example as predicted by the Kart-592

tunen (1974) model, and indeed by Strong Kleene, would no longer be trivial. The593
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presupposition would be that if there was a knave then there was only one knave.594

More generally, the conditionalized presuppositions predicted by Karttunen came595

under withering attack by Gazdar 1979a, and have been a subject of controversy596

ever since.)597

(15) a. If the king is angry then the knave stole the tarts.598

b. If there is a knave, then the knave stole the tarts.599

Although Karttunen’s (1974) model seems quite distinct from any of its predeces-600

sors, we have already noted that it shares at least some predictions with Strong601

Kleene. An observation made by Peters (1979) showed that the 1974 model is602

surprisingly closely related to the semantic accounts of presupposition discussed603

above. In particular, Peters showed that Karttunen’s way of calculating presuppo-604

sitions for the truth conditional connectives is equivalent to what would be obtained605

within a three-valued logic, but with special non-symmetric connectives. Here is a606

general way of defining the Peters Connectives, inspired both by Schlenker (2008,607

2009) and George (2008):608

Definition 8 (Middle Kleene/Peters connectives) Go from left to right through the609

sentence. For each argument X that takes a non-classical value, check whether on610

the basis of material on its left, assigning an arbitrary classical value to X could611

conceivably have an effect on the overall value. If so, the sentence as a whole lacks612

a classical truth value. If not, just assign X an arbitrary value, and carry on. If613

this procedure allows all non-classical values to be filled in classically, then the614

sentence can be assigned a classical value.615

For example, this procedure makes a conjunction classical if both its arguments616

are classical, false if the left conjunct is false, and undefined otherwise. Thus617

undefinedness of the left conjunct forces undefinedness of the entire conjunction,618
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whereas undefinedness of the right conjunct only sometimes yields undefinedness619

of the entire conjunct, as seen in the following comparison of truth tables in various620

systems. The net effect is that presuppositions of the left conjunct project in the621

Middle Kleene system, just as in the Weak Kleene system, but presuppositions of622

the right conjunct are conditionalized, just as in the Strong Kleene system. The net623

effect is behavior that precisely mirrors that of the Karttunen (1974) model.624

Definition 9 (Trivalent truth tables for conjunction)625

626
Weak Kleene:

φ ∧ ψ t f ?

t t f ?

f f f ?

? ? ? ?

Middle Kleene/Peters:

φ ∧ ψ t f ?

t t f ?

f f f f

? ? ? ?

Strong Kleene:

φ ∧ ψ t f ?

t t f ?

f f f f

? ? f ?

627

The equivalence between Peters’ connectives and Karttunen’s model paved the628

way for a more complete reformulation of the Karttunen model in Karttunen &629

Peters (1977, 1979), where certain types of presupposition (which Karttunen & Pe-630

ters regard as conventional implicatures rather than presuppositions) are treated in a631

compositional grammar fragment. This fragment uses two dimensions of meaning,632

one for presupposition and one for assertion, and is effectively an implementation633

of the Peters connectives in a four-valued logic; see Krahmer (1994, 1998), Beaver634

(2001), and Beaver & Krahmer (2001) for discussion, and the latter for a fragment635

that mirrors that of Karttunen and Peters, but allows for a better treatment of the636

interaction between presuppositions and quantifiers.637

4.3.2 Satisfaction theories638

Although Karttunen’s (1974) model turned out to be equivalent to a system which,639

from a purely technical point of view, is in the Frege-Strawson tradition, Karttunen640
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(1974) was one of the seminal papers of the dynamic zeitgeist that swept through641

semantics and pragmatics in the last decades of the twentieth century. Also rel-642

evant here are Hamblin (1970), Stalnaker (1972, 1974) and Lewis (1979), all of643

whom advanced dynamic models of pragmatics in which the (joint) commitments644

of speakers and hearers evolve as new assertions are made and their content be-645

comes part of the linguistic context available for future utterances (see also article646

88 (Jaszczolt) Semantics and pragmatics). It is against this background that Heim647

(1982, 1983) offered the first dynamic semantic account of presupposition. Heim’s648

model utilizes Stalnaker’s notion of a context as a set of all possible worlds com-649

patible with what has been established at that point in a conversation, but involves650

a crucial twist adapted from Karttunen. In Stalnaker’s model, a single global con-651

text is updated each time new information is asserted, but in Heim’s model the652

context is updated locally in the process of computing the meanings of subparts653

of a complex expression. We can define a simplified version of Heim’s system as654

follows:655

Definition 10 (Dynamic Semantics) Assuming that the context set C is a set of656

possible worlds and S and S′ are sentences:657

i. C + S = the subset of worlds in C that are compatible with S, but this is658

defined iff S’s presuppositions (if any) are true in all worlds in C.659

ii. C + ¬S = C – (C + S)660

iii. C + S ∧ S′ = (C + S) + S′
661

iv. C + S ◦ S′, where ◦ is some truth functional operator, is given by the simplest662

classical definition of ◦ in terms of ¬ and ∧ that preserves the order of the663

two sub-clauses.664

v. S is satisfied in a context C iff C + S = C (i.e., updating C with S has no665

effect).666
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vi. S presupposes S′ iff S′ is satisfied in all contexts where update with S is667

defined.668

Clause (iv) entails that update with a conditional is defined via the equivalence669

A → B ≡ ¬(A ∧ ¬B). To see how this will work, let’s reconsider (15a),670

repeated once again below:671

(15) a. If the king is angry, then the knave stole the tarts.672

(24) a. It’s not the case that [the king is angry and the knave didn’t steal the673

tarts].674

b. The king is angry and the knave didn’t steal the tarts.675

c. The king is angry.676

d. The knave didn’t steal the tarts.677

e. The knave stole the tarts.678

In order to update a context with (23), we must do the equivalent of updating with679

(24a). Now clause (ii) says that to update a context with (24a), we must first try680

updating with (24b), and subtract the result from the original context (so as to681

leave behind whichever worlds are not compatible with (24a)). But (24b) is a682

conjunction, so we must first update with the left conjunct (24c), and then with the683

right (24d). Updating with (24c) is only defined if the presupposition that there is684

a king is satisfied in all worlds in the context set. We immediately see that (24c),685

(24b), (24a), and (23) all have this requirement, i.e. they presuppose that there686

is a king. Provided this presupposition is satisfied, updating with (24c) produces687

a subset of worlds where the king is angry. We use this reduced context set for688

update with (24d). But update with (24d) again uses the negation clause (ii) of the689

above definition. So we started off with a set of worlds where there is a king, we690

reduced it to a set of worlds where the king is angry, and now we must update that691
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context with (24e). But this update will only be defined if there is a knave. So it692

turns out that update of a context with (23) is only defined for contexts where (a)693

there is a king, and (b) where all the worlds where the king is angry are worlds694

where there is a knave. Following the definitions through, it turns out that, once695

again, the original sentence carries both a non-conditionalized presupposition, that696

there is a king, and the conditionalized presupposition that if the king is angry, then697

there is a knave.698

The satisfaction based model has seen considerable further development — see699

e.g. Beaver (1992, 2001), Chierchia (1995), Heim (1992), Zeevat (1992), and, for700

a rather different formalization of a dynamic semantic approach, van Eijck (1993).701

(See also article 38 (Dekker) Dynamic semantics. Note that Definition 10 does not702

cover modals or attitude verbs: for discussion see the Beaver, Heim and Zeevat703

references, and section 5., below.)704

The most important feature of the satisfaction model not covered in the de-705

scription above is accommodation. For Heim (1982), following Lewis (1979), this706

is a process whereby contexts are adjusted so as to make update possible when pre-707

suppositions are not satisfied. In terms of her treatment of accommodation, Heim’s708

major innovation over Lewis was to allow this process to take place not only in the709

global context of utterance, but also on local contexts found midway through an up-710

date. However, Heim (1982) was not explicit about exactly how accommodation711

should work and what should be accommodated.712

Beaver’s model of accommodation, first published in Beaver (1992), was the713

first to make explicit how accommodation might operate in the satisfaction frame-714

work, and on this model accommodation is a type of filtering operation. Beaver715

suggests that due to uncertainty about what the speaker takes the common ground716

to be, the hearer has to entertain multiple alternative context sets, with some rank-717
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ing of which is the most plausible. All these alternative contexts are updated simul-718

taneously. Accommodation is then what happens when the update is not defined on719

what was previously considered to be the most plausible context, in which case the720

hearer drops that context from contention. What remains is a new set of contexts721

in which the most plausible one is a context that has been successfully updated.722

For example, a hearer who was not certain about whether the speaker took there723

to be a king would represent contexts where there was a king, and contexts where724

there was not. Regardless of which the hearer took initially to be more plausible,725

updating with (23) would then cause contexts in which there was no king to be726

thrown out, leaving only contexts in which there was a king.727

Though we will not go into detail here, we should note that Beaver’s proposal is728

one of several attempts to deal with the conditionalized presuppositions that arise729

in satisfaction accounts and other theories (such as Strong and Middle Kleene).730

See the discussion in Beaver (2001), the earlier solution to the problem of condi-731

tionalized presuppositions offered by Karttunen & Peters (1979), the criticisms by732

Geurts (1996,1999a), and recent discussion of van Rooij (2007), Singh (2007) and733

Rothschild (2008).734

4.3.3 Presupposition and anaphora735

While a number of authors have noted that presuppositions behave in some re-736

spects like anaphors (e.g. Kripke 2009 and Soames 1989), it was van der Sandt737

(1989, 1992) who brought out the connection the most forcefully. He noted that738

for every case where a pronoun is interpreted anaphorically (see article 75 (Geurts)739

Accessibility and anaphora), but is not interpretable as a bound variable, a simi-740

lar configuration is possible with presuppositions. Thus in each of the following741

pairs, the (a) example includes an anaphoric pronoun (“it”), and the (b) example742
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includes the factive verb “knows”, triggering a presupposition that its propositional743

complement is true (i.e. that Fred left).744

(25) Inter-sentential (discourse) anaphora745

a. There was a storm. It was fierce.746

b. Fred left. Mary knows that Fred left.747

(26) Donkey anaphora748

a. If a farmer owns a donkey then he beats it.749

b. If Fred left then Mary knows that Fred left.750

(27) Modal subordination751

a. A wolf might come to the door. It would eat you.752

b. Fred might leave. Mary would know that Fred left.753

(28) Bathroom anaphora754

a. Either there’s no bathroom in this house, or else it’s in a funny place.755

b. Either Fred didn’t leave, or else Mary knows that he left.756

In order to account for these parallels, van der Sandt proposed a unified treatment757

of presupposition and anaphora, extending Discourse Representation Theory so758

as to deal with both phenomena (see article 37 (Kamp & Reyle) Discourse Rep-759

resentation Theory). Presupposed information is information that is presented as760

given, and in van der Sandt’s theory this means that presuppositions want to have761

discourse referents to bind to. However, whereas anaphoric pronouns are rarely762

interpretable in the absence of a suitable antecedent, the same does not hold for all763

presupposition-inducing expressions. For instance, a speaker may felicitously as-764

sert that he met “Fred’s sister” even if he knows full well that his audience wasn’t765
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aware that Fred has a sister. In such cases, Stalnaker (1974) suggested, presup-766

positions are generally accommodated, which is to say that the hearer accepts the767

information as given, and revises his representation of the context accordingly.768

Accommodation, thus understood, is a form of exploitation in Grice’s sense: the769

purpose of presuppositional expressions is to signal that this or that information is770

given, and if some information is new but not particularly interesting or controver-771

sial (like the fact that somebody has a sister) the speaker may choose to “get it out772

of the way” by presuppositional means.773

Van der Sandt’s theory incorporates the notion of accommodation as follows.774

Presuppositions, according van der Sandt, introduce information that prefers to be775

linked to discourse referents that are already available in the hearer’s representa-776

tion of the discourse, and in this respect they are like pronouns. Van der Sandt in777

fact uses the term binding to refer to configurations in which presuppositions have778

antecedents in the DRS, thus generalizing the standard notion of a bound pronoun779

to cases involving multiple discourse referents. However, if a suitable discourse780

antecedent is not available, a new one will be accommodated, and the presuppo-781

sition is linked to that. Generally speaking, accommodation is not an option in782

the interpretation of pronouns, and one reason that has been suggested for this is783

that a pronoun’s descriptive content is relatively poor (see Section 5.1 for discus-784

sion). Being told that “she” is wonderful is not particularly helpful if it isn’t clear785

who the pronoun is meant to refer to. By contrast, if the speaker refers to “Pe-786

dro’s sister” there is more to go on, and accommodation becomes feasible. Hence,787

van der Sandt hypothesizes that pronouns are a special class of presuppositional788

expressions: while all presupposition triggers prefer to be linked to antecedents,789

pronouns almost always must be linked to antecedents, because they are descrip-790

tively attenuate, and therefore cannot be construed by way of accommodation (see791

below for further discussion of the last point).792
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To get a better idea how this is supposed to work, let us consider an example793

with several presupposition triggers:794

(29) If Fred is gay, then his son is gay, too.795

This sentence contains the definite NP “his son”, which in its turn contains the796

pronoun “his”, and the focus particle “too”. Assuming the pronoun’s antecedent797

is “Fred”, the definite NP triggers the presupposition that Fred has a son, while798

the focus particle triggers the presupposition that someone other than Fred’s son799

is gay. Note that in this example the presupposition triggered by the definite NP800

is “inherited” by the sentence as a whole, while the one triggered by “too” is not:801

normally speaking, an utterance of (29) would license the inference that (according802

to the speaker) Fred has a son, but not that someone else besides Fred’s son is gay.803

Van der Sandt’s theory accounts for these observations as follows. We suppose804

that the grammar assigns (29) the intermediate semantic representation in (30a).805

Here [u1, . . . , um: φ1, . . . , φn] is a simple Discourse Representation Structure in806

linear form, with u1, . . . , um a list of discourse markers, and φ1, . . . , φn a list of807

conditions on those markers; connectives like ⇒ are used to build up complex808

conditions. We assume for convenience that most interpretative problems have809

been cleared out of the way already, and that the only thing that remains to be done810

is resolve the presuppositions triggered by “his”, “his son” and “too”, which are811

flagged by Beaver’s (1992) trigger symbol, ∂.812

(30) a. [x: Fred(x),813

[: gay(x)]⇒ [: ∂[z: ∂[y:], z is y’s son], gay(z), ∂[u: u 6= z, gay(u)] ] ]814

b. [x: Fred(x), (binding y to x)815

[: gay(x)]⇒ [: ∂[z: z is x’s son], gay(z), ∂[u: u 6= z, gay(u)] ] ]816

c. [x, z: Fred(x), z is x’s son, (accommodating z)817
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[: gay(x)]⇒ [: gay(z), ∂[u: u 6= z, gay(u)] ] ]818

d. [x, z: Fred(x), z is x’s son, (binding u to x)819

[: gay(x)]⇒ [: gay(z), x 6= z] ]820

(30a) is the initial semantic representation associated with (29), in which three821

presuppositions remain to be resolved. The first of these, triggered by the pro-822

noun “his”, is bound to the discourse referent representing Fred, which results823

in (30b). The second presupposition, that Fred has a son, cannot be bound, and824

therefore must be interpreted by way of accommodation. Van der Sandt’s theory,825

like Heim’s (1983), stipulates that accommodation at the global level, as shown in826

(30c), is preferred to accommodation at other sites, as will be discussed in section827

5, below. Finally, the presupposition triggered by the focus particle can be bound in828

the antecedent of the conditional; after simplification, this results in (30d), which829

represents the most natural way of interpreting (29).830

5. Current issues in presupposition theory831

5.1 Accommodation832

Accommodation was first discussed by Karttunen (1974) and Stalnaker (1974),833

though only named as such by Lewis (1979). Karttunen introduces the concept as834

follows:835

[. . . ] ordinary conversation does not always proceed in the ideal orderly fash-836

ion described earlier. People do make leaps and shortcuts by using sentences837

whose presuppositions are not satisfied in the conversational context. This is838

the rule rather than the exception [. . . ] I think we can maintain that a sentence839

is always taken to be an increment to a context that satisfies its presupposi-840

tions. If the current conversational context does not suffice, the listener is841

entitled and expected to extend it as required. (Karttunen 1974: 191)842
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If this looks reasonably straightforward, the reader should be warned that accom-843

modation is among the more contentious topics in presupposition theory.844

To begin with, there are various notions of accommodation, some of which are845

stricter than others. To explain, consider the following example by Heim (1982):846

(31) John read a book about Schubert and wrote to the author.847

In order to determine the intended meaning of “the author”, the hearer has to in-848

fer (i) that there is an author and (ii) that the said author wrote the book read by849

John. Whereas on a broad understanding of accommodation, all of this is accom-850

modated, on a strict construal only (i) is, and (ii) is a bridging inference. This is851

not just a matter of terminology. If we choose to be strict, we can argue that there852

is something like an “accommodation module”, which as such has nothing to do853

with world knowledge; whereas if the notion is construed more broadly, accom-854

modation is of a piece with bridging. To facilitate the following discussion, we855

will adopt a strict notion of accommodation, and take the naive view that what is856

accommodated is the presupposition as triggered by, e.g., a definite NP or factive857

verb.858

With these preliminaries out of the way, we turn to the first major question:859

Where are presuppositions accommodated? Though it may seem odd at first, this860

question is inescapable if we assume, as is standard in dynamic semantics, that an861

expression may occur in several contexts at the same time (cf. Section 4.3.2). To862

illustrate, consider the following:863

(32) a. (c0) Maybe (c1) Betty is trying to give up drinking.864

b. (c0) Maybe (c1) Wilma thinks that (c2) her husband is having an affair.865
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Here c0 refers to the global context in which a given sentence is uttered, and c1866

and c2 are auxiliary, or local, contexts. In (32a), the modal “maybe” creates an867

auxiliary context of possible states of affairs in which Betty is trying to give up868

drinking; the same, mutatis mutandis, for (32b). Now, the presupposition triggered869

in (32a), that Betty used to drink, can be accommodated globally, i.e. in c0, or lo-870

cally, in c1. In the former case, the utterance is construed as meaning that Betty871

used to drink and may be trying to kick the habit; in the latter, it conveys that, pos-872

sibly, Betty used to drink and is trying to give up drinking. Likewise, in (32b), the873

presupposition that Wilma is married may be accommodated globally, or locally874

in the most deeply embedded context. But here there is a third option, as well: if875

the presupposition is accommodated in c1, the sentence is read as “Maybe Wilma876

is married and she thinks that her husband is having an affair”, and we speak of877

intermediate accommodation.878

It is widely agreed that the following empirical generalization, made explicit879

by Heim (1983), is correct:880

(PGA) Global accommodation is preferred to non-global accommodation.881

In the examples in (32) the PGA clearly holds: non-global interpretations may882

be possible, but they require special contexts. One such context may be that the883

presupposition contains a variable which is bound by a quantifier:884

(33) Most Germans wash their cars on Saturday.885

The most natural interpretation of this sentence surely is that most Germans who886

own a car wash it on Saturday. So in this case intermediate accommodation seems887

to be the preferred option, and this might be explained, following van der Sandt888

(1992), by supposing that the possessive pronoun contains a variable bound by the889

quantifier.890
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There are other cases where intermediate accommodation is virtually impossi-891

ble:892

(34) If Fred is coming to the reception, he may bring his wife.893

It is quite unlikely that this may be construed as, “If Fred is married and is com-894

ing to the reception, he may bring his wife.” More generally, we don’t know of895

any clear-cut cases (i.e. cases in which accommodation is not forced by indepen-896

dent contextual factors) in which a presupposition triggered in the consequent of a897

conditional is accommodated in the antecedent.898

The picture is rather confusing. While in some cases, e.g. (32b) or (33), in-899

termediate accommodation seems possible and sometimes even preferred, in other900

cases it doesn’t seem possible at all. And things get even more confused than this.901

Thus far, we have taken our examples at face value, but some authors have argued902

that we shouldn’t because, as a matter of fact, intermediate accommodation doesn’t903

exist. For instance, according to Beaver (2001), the presupposition in (33) is taken904

as evidence that the topic of conversation is car-owning Germans, and it is this905

topic that restricts the domain of the quantifier, making intermediate accommoda-906

tion redundant. See von Fintel (1995), Geurts & van der Sandt (1999) and the full907

version of this article (Beaver & Geurts 2010), and article 72 (Roberts) Topics for908

related issues.909

5.2 Presupposition failure910

What happens when a presupposition is false? The textbook story goes as follows.911

According to Frege (1892), if an expression A suffers from presupposition failure,912

then any sentence containing A will lack a truth value; Russell (1905) famously913

denied this, holding that such a sentence will always be true or false; and then914
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Strawson (1950) reaffirmed Frege’s position, more or less. What is less well known915

is that in subsequent work, Strawson partly recanted his initial view and came to916

doubt that presupposition failure invariably entails lack of truth value.917

Taking a closer look at how speakers actually assess a sentence, Strawson’s918

1964 paper argues that presupposition failure may but need not cause a sentence to919

be infelicitous. Two of his examples are the following:920

(35) a. Jones spent the morning at the local swimming pool.921

b. The exhibition was visited yesterday by the king of France.922

If there is no swimming pool locally, it is “natural enough”, according to Strawson,923

to say that (35a) is false, and since the king of France doesn’t exist, the same applies924

to (35b). And if these sentences are false, their negations must be true. So, if these925

subtle judgments are accepted, then these are cases in which presupposition failure926

does not prevent us from saying that a sentence is true or false. But Strawson hasn’t927

changed his mind about Russell’s example:928

Confronted with the classical example, “The king of France is bald”, we may929

well feel it natural to say, straight off, that the question whether the statement930

is true or false doesn’t arise because there is no king of France. (Strawson931

1964: 90)932

Strawson goes on to observe, however, that speakers who subscribe to this judg-933

ment may want to reconsider their verdict if the context is set up the right way. For934

instance, if Russell’s sentence is used to answer the question, “What examples, if935

any, are there of famous contemporary figures who are bald?”, we may be more936

inclined to say that the answer is simply false.937

Strawson’s explanation for these facts is given in terms of topicality. The most938

likely purpose of a sentence like (35a) is to describe what Jones has been doing in939
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the morning, rather than, say, who the local swimming pool was visited by. That940

is, in the absence of further information about the context in which this sentence941

is uttered, its topic will be Jones’s exploits. Similarly, a sentence like (35b) will942

normally be used to convey information about the exhibition. If so, although the943

sentence purports to refer to the king of France, it is not about him; the king of944

France is not the topic of discourse, nor part of it. Strawson’s suggestion is that945

this circumstance influences the way presupposition failure is dealt with. Not to946

put too fine a point on it, presupposition failure results in infelicity only if it affects947

the topic of a sentence; otherwise the sentence will be judged true or false, as948

appropriate.949

One of the appealing features of this analysis is that it takes into account the950

context dependence of speakers’ intuitions. As Strawson notes, Russell’s sentence951

(36) will by default be construed as being about the king of France, whence a strong952

tendency to judge the sentence infelicitous.953

(36) The king of France is bald.954

If, however, the discourse is about royal baldness in general, for instance, the gram-955

matical subject of (36) is used to say something about that topic, and Strawson’s956

account predicts that the sentence is more likely to be judged false, which seems957

correct. Another observation that neatly falls into place is that word order may958

have an effect on speakers’ intuitions about presupposition failure. As Strawson959

observes, if we compare (35b) with (37), where the defective description is in sub-960

ject position, we would be “a shade more squeamish” to say that the sentence is961

simply false (p. 91). This is precisely what one should expect if speakers’ intuitions962

were topic-dependent.963

(37) The king of France visited the exhibition yesterday.964
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Assuming that Strawson’s observations are correct, should we say (a) that non-965

topical definites are non-presuppositional, or (b) that they do have presuppositions,966

whose failure happens not to affect speakers’ truth-value judgments? Some authors967

argue for the former (e.g. Reinhart 1982, Horn 1989); this is Strawson’s view, as968

well. Von Fintel (2004) argues for the latter: topical or non-topical, “the king of969

France” always triggers the presupposition that there is a king of France; it’s just970

our truth-value judgments that fluctuate.971

5.3 Presuppositions and attitudes972

For nearly four decades, the Holy Grail of presupposition research has been to973

explain the behavior of presuppositional expressions occurring in embedded posi-974

tions. Given that the theoretically most challenging mode of embedding is within975

the scope of an attitude verb, one might expect that the interaction between presup-976

positions and attitude verbs should have received a lot of attention. But it hasn’t.977

And it can’t be because this topic doesn’t pose any problems—on the contrary.978

Already the data are problematic. If we embed a presupposition trigger under,979

e.g., “believe”, we observe two types of inference. This is seen in the following980

examples, where “;” indicates that there is an inference, but of unspecified type:981

(38) Barney believes that his sister is drunk.982

; (a) Barney has a sister.983

; (b) Barney believes he has a sister.984

(39) Wilma believes that Barney knows that his sister is drunk.985

; (a) Barney’s sister is drunk.986

; (b) Wilma believes that Barney’s sister is drunk.987

Both inferences are fairly robust, and both seem to exhibit projection behavior, as988
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we illustrate here by applying various embedding tests to (38):989

(40) a. Barney doesn’t believe that his sister is drunk.990

b. Perhaps Barney believes that his sister is drunk.991

(41) a. If Barney has a sister, then he believes that his sister is drunk.992

b. If Barney believes that he has a sister, then he also believes that his993

sister is drunk.994

It is natural to infer from both sentences in (40a) that Barney has a sister and that he995

believes that he has a sister, and these inferences can be blocked in sentences such996

as those in (41), where “his sister” occurs in the consequent of conditional whose997

antecedent makes one or the other inference explicit. It may seem odd at first that998

(41a) should block the inference that Barney believes that he has a sister, while999

(41b) blocks the inference that Barney has a sister. Note however that, generally1000

speaking, Barney has a sister iff he believes that he has a sister. We’ll return to this1001

theme below.1002

Interestingly, literally the same pattern of observations holds for other attitude1003

verbs, like “want” for example:1004

(42) Barney wants to phone his sister.1005

; (a) Barney has a sister.1006

; (b) Barney believes he has a sister.1007

The puzzling thing is that (42) does not license the inference that Barney wants to1008

have a sister, but rather that he believes that he has one.1009

So, in many cases at least, a presupposition φ triggered within the scope of “x1010

VA . . . ”, where VA is an attitude verb, gives rise to two inferences with a candi-1011

dature for presuppositional status: (a) that φ and (b) that x believes φ. Hence, we1012
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have three possible ways of proceeding, all of which have been defended in the1013

literature:1014

i. Both inferences are presuppositions (Zeevat 1992, at least for certain trig-1015

gers).1016

ii. Only φ is a presupposition (Gazdar 1979a, van der Sandt 1988, Geurts 1998).1017

iii. Only “x believes that φ” is a presupposition (Karttunen 1974, Heim 1992).1018

The first strategy seems to require a stipulation that certain presuppositions have to1019

be accommodated twice, once inside a belief context, and once outside, and such1020

a strategy is difficult to motivate. On the other hand, for (ii) and (iii), there is the1021

obvious problem that if we adopt either one of them, we only account for half of1022

the observed inferences. How to explain the other half? Three possible answers to1023

this question have been discussed in the literature, mainly by Heim (1992):1024

i. De re construal (Heim 1992) What at first looks like a presupposition pro-1025

jecting to the global context may in fact be due to a de re construal of the1026

presupposition trigger. This solution has several serious drawbacks. In par-1027

ticular, it hard to see how this proposal can give us both inferences at the1028

same time, rather than one (de re) or the other (presupposition). For this and1029

other reasons (see Geurts 1998), we will not consider it any further.1030

ii. Exportation (Karttunen 1974, Heim 1992, Kay 1992) If Barney believes1031

that he has a sister, then it may plausibly be inferred that he has a sister.1032

Therefore, if it is presupposed that Barney believes that he has a sister, then1033

it may plausibly be inferred that he has a sister.1034

iii. Importation (Heim 1992, Geurts 1998) If Barney has a sister, then it may1035

plausibly be inferred that he believes that he has a sister. Therefore, if it is1036

presupposed that Barney has a sister, then it may plausibly be inferred that1037
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he believes that he has a sister.1038

If our presupposition theory predicts that the inferences projected from “x VA . . . ”1039

are of the form “x believes that φ”, then we can appeal to exportation to explain why1040

φ is inferable, as well. Vice versa, a theory which predicts that φ is presupposed1041

can use importation for deriving “x believes that φ”. So we have two options:1042

x believes that φ φ

Option A importation presupposition

Option B presupposition exportation

1043

Which is it going to be? That’s a hard question, which raises various issues, only1044

some of which we can mention here. It should be noted that, whereas for the-1045

ories of the satisfaction family it is hard, if not impossible, to avoid making the1046

prediction that presuppositions projected from attitude contexts are of the form1047

“x believes that φ”, DRT-style theories are more flexible, and can predict either1048

this or that the presupposition is simply φ. In other words, satisfaction theories1049

are more constrained (which is good), but therefore practically forced to resort to1050

Option B. (See Beaver & Geurts 2010 for further discussion of these issues, and1051

article 60 (Swanson) Propositional attitudes for general discussion.)1052

6. Concluding remarks1053

We have presented an overview of the major strands of work on presupposition.1054

But we have not considered the question of whether presupposition triggers form a1055

natural class in the first place: maybe all presupposition triggers are not alike. Like1056

the topics discussed in the last section, this is a possibility that has only just begun1057

to be explored in detail, with several authors proposing to dichotomize presupposi-1058

tion triggers in some way or other (e.g. Zeevat 1992, Geurts 1999b, Abusch 2002).1059
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Our own suspicion, if we may end on an opinionated note, is that these first at-1060

tempts to separate presupposition types from each other may turn out to be too cau-1061

tious. There are several philosophically and linguistically interesting dimensions1062

along which the set of presupposition triggers can be partitioned, such as referen-1063

tiality, anaphoricity, ease of accommodation, ease of cancellation, and maintenance1064

of truth under presupposition failure. So perhaps what will eventually emerge is1065

not a straightforward dichotomy, but a more complex taxonomy of different types1066

of trigger. And at that point, perhaps we may re-ask the question of whether the1067

things that the different so-called “presupposition triggers” are triggering are in1068

fact presuppositions, in any of the theoretical senses of the term “presupposition”1069

that we have considered in this article.1070

(Note: this article is an abridged version of Beaver & Geurts 2010, which includes1071

more extensive references. We wish to thank the reviewers and editors at both the1072

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy and The Handbook of Semantics, and Noor1073

van Leusen for commentary and for assistance in helping us meet the publisher’s1074

exacting specifications.)1075
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